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AUTOMATION AND MANKIND

- USSR -

(Following is a translation of an article by
V.A. Trapeznikov in Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta, 29
June 1960, page 1.]

On June 27, the first Conw-ress of the
International Federation on Automatic Control
be;-aran its work in Moscow, in which about 1500
scientific and technical workers, from thirty
countries of the world, took part.

The pjrticipants of the Congress listen-
ed with interest to the repot t-61fte Sbviet
scientist -- Academician V.A. Trapeznikov, on
tie subject "Automation and Iiankind."

The report is published below:

Our congress is dedicated to questions of automa-
tic control, questions of aatomation. What then is the
general aim of automation? What can automation give man-
kin0? To answer these questions, we will attempt to fi-
7urr6 out the possible results of automation and ascertain
wniat influence they will have on man in the future.

The first and main result of automation is the
tremendoup increase in labor efficiency. Of course, the
Increase ir. labor productivity and the growth of production
of consumer goods will be the result of scientific and teoh-
nical proi•(.ss, and not conditioned solely on automation
albne. A ."est role will be played here by the masterin.-
of thermonruclear ener6y, the synthesis of artificial or- 0
6anic matter, right up to nutritive products, and the a- 0
chievements of a great many other branches of science and
techrnoloi-y. Today however, all branches of science are
closer connected than ever before and their development
is unthinkable without the use 3f automation is achieve-
ments. It is sufficient to bear in mind, that the aocurate
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control of cosmic flights, the photographing of the moon
and the relaying of its image to the earth, and the very
existance of such powerful means of scientific research
as the syrohrophasotron, became possible only because
of the achievements of automation.

Nevertheless, automation is still very young. The
blossoming of automation is the business of the coming
generations and only by general prognosis are we in a

Sposition to appraise what automation will give the peo-
'ple.

Upon automation will depend the tremendous growth
of production; not only because it frees man from the im-
mediate control of the machine but one individual will be
able to control the work of many automated aggregates.
Even more important is the fact that from now on, the
development of production will not be limited by the cap-
abilities of the human organism in the matter of control
of its processes.

In our time, the speeds of technological processes
are in many cases limited by conditions of control. The
speed of human reaction is limited and therefore, at pre-
sent, only processes of a relatively slow course can be
utilized.

Automation is fated to reform in a revolutionary
way, to chanre, the technology of the greater part of
production, because it will become possible to control
technologioal processes which flow at great speeds and
on vast soal.s. !f, up to the present, we have been
compelled to limit ourselves with the use of stable
technological processes, then, with automated control,
it will be possible to also use unstable processes. It
will become possible to control not only the results,
but also the reactions of kinetics.

The mastering of atomic energy is one of the ex-
amples of an effective system of control making possible
the use of extraordinarily danaerous objects for the wel-
fare of mankind. The possibility of leading the techno-
logical process to the brink of a catastrophic situation,
thanks to absolute faith in the instruments of automa-
tion, will also permit the use of such processes which
now appear as inaccessible.

The goal of automation will be achieved when all
the links of the regular production process are automat-
ed in all branches of indus-try, transport, and construc-
tion; including assembly, loading, and control, the pack-
aging of products, and their transportation and movement
along the trade channels to the consumer, i.e., when
complex automatization is realized on a scale of branched
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out. systems withl widely placed installations controlled
by means of talemecbanics, with a wide uise :)f computers.
It stands to reason that man will not be excluded from
th~is process. Such functions as inspection, repair,
etiuý-;, "ir6 i:roeet ilaayrqur h-l rlre-or-

less r&cuer.'t nrersence. T'here can be. no doubt tlaat the
opportunities of man in the field of control are frreat,,
and evidently will never be surpassed by machines In
all ways. Thie rational use of man's capabilities inL

-the systems of control and the creation of conditions
In w6-1.Ia t:he ac tivity of man In the field of control of

te~-~oalprocýessea will- flow most favr^oabl, isteat~l arcvi'ole -oroblem of scientists worklnuE In the field
of P~u*om-at 'on, oýh~isio lo~zy, pecychology, te chnol.og- of pro-
ductli)n, L:t.

A.-tomation not only multiplies the results of la-
bor, but, ra~ically chan;:es its character. Already a con-
siderab.2e nu~jber of I-eavy and dangerous jobs have been
e~imine.4ed and this vrocess will c~ntltnue. ir many cases
tane axh;<-.ustin-, labor of the stokter has been abolished,
th-e w:ork: or: the steelcaster and blast-furnace ope'rator
has been ccnslterably lIEhtened. Looking forwiard, It can

e foreseer thast automIation will comp~letely free Mans
-Pn work unler conlitions' of high texpemratures pressures,,
anid nollutA-: or harwful atmosloheres. Autom.-ation will con-
tribute to ants labor bec:oming more intellectual,, to ef-
fa cing~ the liJe ma-rain between physical and mental work,
a3 that mp,! s ern-'rGy and strength in the field of pro-
di)ction i;:L1 all be to a F-reater degree used, not in the
-ontrol of t~oh-nol:o4 cal procesnes (and therefore not
f-ý-r phy'irlal work), but will be directed to thinking, out
aiv' 1iin new technical Ideas.

"C'ne Increase In labor productivity and the rise
InroTtin of consiA~rer goods resultin!S from automation
will raise sharrily the living standard of the population
and, iln ta~e not-too-dist~ant future, permit a coneiderably
shnrtenied vorelin. day.

Howe'rer, the full utilization of the benefits ee-
cured by automiation is possible only in An Intellliently
or,,:an~zed human society, where people, freed as a re-
suit of automation, can be effectively used. According
to our d-et' conviction which., it stands to reason, we
di not force eon anyone, such an oreanization of society
Is thtý s~cjialist. structure,.

A suff'icienit amount of consumer -oods will poermit
a cons1.der&.-le number of people to takeup scientific
researca work, protect the health of the population,
exakellish. life (i.e., all forms of art), as well as the

-* uiiin~of par'kis and gar'dens, public buildines, streets,_.
etc.
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The increase in leisure and in material means and
possibilities will permit man, for the first time in
hi3tory, to pay attention to himself, which he rightfully
des.ves. There will come a time of basic scientific care
of tihi human organism and the systematization of nutrition
and the daily routine, and sport and preventive treatment
will take up a significant place. Considerably greater
attention will be paid to the medical and biological
sciences than is the case today. Let us hope that the
success of •hese sciences will lead to the point where
,raventive t. eatment will become the basic occupation
of doctors &,d each sickness will be viewed as an extra-
ordinary oc-vurrence. Automatons and semi-automatons for
observatioz; and registration of the conditions of the
human organisz, and for diagnosis and therapy, will con-
stitute an important contribution to medicine.

Automation creations immense possibilities for the
development of science. Let us remenber, for instance
the great problems of the breakthrough into the cosmos.
The realization ofinterplanatory flights which, to a great
extent, is due to the successes of automation, will evi-
dently occur in our generation. The breakthrough into
the cosmos will guarantee a speedy progress of our know-
ledge and the solution of many fundamental questions which
run like a red line across the entire history of science.
Problems of the origin of life, the existance of life
outside the earth, the destiny of the earth as a planet --
these and many other questions which have always disturbed
mankind, become close to being solved, thanks to the break-
through into the cosmos, which also means thanks to auto-
mation.

Let us remember the problems of biology, and the
adjustment and control In live organisms, which are direct-
ly linked to the problem of the origin of life. Undoubt-
edly, these questions will be speedily solved, also thanks
to the use of methods of automation. In turn, the systems
of autooatio control of technical processes will be enrich-
ed through the study of live organisms.

With the development of automation, the forms and
methods of scientific research in many fields of science
and technol1.y will change to a certain extent. Our time
is charactrrized by the speedy development of the process
of knowledLe. There literally occurs a chain reaction in
the growth of knowledge. The more we learn, the wider
the horizons which open before us, and the greater the
possibilities of acquiring new knowledge for the realiza-
tion of new studies and discoveries. But in connection
with this, new difficulties arise. On the one hand there

-- are difficulties in storing great reserves of informationj
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sand their transmission in concise, condensed form. On
the other hand, the very process of obtainin new informa-
tion and th'e production of new research becomes, with the
-- Mn2licatV n of the science, mrnre and more laborious. Be
It a questi.n of thousands of experiments on variants of1
cnemical z~action! for the prlro39se of discoverin.. new
properties of chemical compounds, or be it the intention
of studyin{!. live tissues, systems of conditioned reflexes,
the laws of economics, or other complicated questions,
a Sreat deal of work of a highly qualified nature is re-
qulr.: to learn the facts. In the futare this work will
be sbstantiall y supplemented and partially replaced by
aitomatoinm. Automatic systems, in which only a minimum
of . rrlorl infor.riation is supplied by the :roaramier,
will -roduce Information in new fields of kno-ledze. The
researmhex, is already equipped with diversified measuring,
red~isteriuS, and calculating apparatus. A real research
"Industry" will develop even more on the basis of special-
ization, prov~dlng that cooperation, equipmuent, machines,
and anparatus are available.

Automatons which help the researcher can be self-
teachin:. They can learn automations of a simple type,
for the nerformance of simple tasks. However, in princl-
ole 'It is not imnossible to work out to some degree1 crc,%tive" nractices, i.e., automatic improvement of re-
search meth:lag in complicated cases. At present, there
lo no limit to the development of such systees. It Is
riot jrirosso - le to create an automaton which, on the basis
of empirica. data, by trying various hypothesis, could
create comrULcated theories and explain experimental data
.n any f1eie. Meanwhile, today, such work is called crea-
tive.

It stands to reason that, actually, the creative
ability belonas not to the automaton but to the man who
built this automaton. One cannot think of the automaton
apart frow the haman collective which created it. Any
machine, including an automatic one, is but the tool of
the creative activity of man. But it can facilitate this
work and enlarge and raise it to a level unimaginable at
present.

The creation of electronic computers has shown how
far one can go toward freeing man from operations requir-
ing for.ma).-loigcal thinking. However, it was a surprise
even to the specialists as to htw far the formal-logical
thinxinS was cleared up and how complicated and deep the
processes which, previously, only the human brain could
accomplish and which now yield to automation, thanks to
the use of computers.
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The realization of mechanical translation from one-1
language to another and the development of programs for
solving problems would appear to be natural only for the
brain -- for example, the solving of chess problems -- but,
they,,: 'bve convinced many that formal-logical thought (i.e.,
that w'hich lends itself to programming the spheres of the
thought process), is much wider and more important that
was previously believed. Where are the limits of these

.posribilities? How wide is the field of intellectual...'problems in which man can be replaced by the automaton?
Are they limited by processes which are alogorithmized,
or Oo they extend considerably farther? We look upon
thinn's of this kind with optimism, hoping that the possi-
bility of lightening the mental activity of man is bound-
less, with the help of automation, and that the role of
automation 'n this direction is most precious: freeing
more and more the human brain from rough work, automation
will permit the use of the inexhaustible resources of the
human brain for feelings and creation.

The c)bject of automation is a noble one; it is
ta•gible and attainable. But to attain itj it is necessary
to overcome a number of difficult problems. We will con-
sider some of them.

In spite of remarkable successes in separate spheres
of automatic-control theory, the general position on the
theoretlcal front is not brilliant. First, this position
is characterized as kaleidoscopic, with many separate the-
ories, and lacking a single theory binding in structure.
The general basic ideas., methods, concepts, and laws are
in the process of creation, Second, a number of most im-
portant theoretical questions are not even worked out.
The problems of theory are particularly apparent, when at-
tempting to examine the complicated systems having an
abundance of'elements, and the connections between them.
Here, not even a proper arrangement of problems has been
worked out. Nevertheless!,, in the future, such systems
will prove to be very real, since it is they who model
some complicated functions of the activity of man.

At the same time, it should be emphasized that the
theory of automatic control gradually changes its character,
becomes In ever greater measure, the leading link in the
solution of problems of automation. If before, the theory
appeared basically helpful in the calculation of existing
systems, now, and particularly In the future, the theoreti-
cal problemo grow radically. Theory forms the scientific
outlook of the engineer, guiding him in the search for es-
sentially L3w- types of systems. In an ever increasing
degree, theory is beginning to serve as a "deep search,"
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to clarify wihat the machines can and cannot do and how 2
their noss&.billtles can be increased.

Let _i dwell on several most important scientific
arnd techn (3al nroblems characteristics of the modern stage
in the deveL.o.oment of automation:

1. Of i:reat im:portance is the development of methods
for the ootimum control and synthesis of the structures

_/controllins the devices which are close to the optimums.
The phase of these problems is extremely wide. In-t-

deed, the objects which are being controlled may be linear

or non-linear, with concentrated or distributed parameters,
continuous or discrete. The criteria of the optimum may
have entirely different characteristics on different occas-
sions. The systems may be optimum by the speed of the
transitional processes, eccuracy in the programmed process,
average production, etc.; and by the use of energy, raw
materials, etc.

"•here exists at the present tirte .:eneral alternating
principles, among which are the principle of the maximum
and dynamic programming, which may form the basis for the
solution of extraordinarily complicated problems. However,
not all these principles have been generalized for a number
of Important cases. M.ioreover, their application to con-
crete problems generally require solutions of additional,
-•ompllcated theoretical problems. The quite essential task
of constructing simple systems which are close to optimums,
Is still '--sufficiently worked out. Therefore, in this
field, thelce is still a great deal to be done.

2. An important problem is the working out of the
principle3 of constructing self-adjusting and self-instruct-
ing systSms.

The inclusion of highly developed arrangements of
a logistic action and memory into the arsenal of automation
means opened possibilities for the solution of a wide range
of new problems of control. These are problems connected
in a positive way with the establishment and support of
the most advantageous system of work of the various objects
of control, problems of the gradual development in the con-
trolling devices of the desired reactions in complicated,
changin; situations, etc.

Along this course definite results have already
been attained. Interference killing extreme regulators and
multichannel optimizers have been created in the USSR for
work under industrial and laboratory conditions. Sub-
stantial results have been obtained in the field of con-
struction of self-instruction automatons. However, this

7
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Is only the bp;•.in nin~cz of an Important direction.
The Me-A~ornment Df the principles of constructing

automatic syestems which sol.ve such proble-!"F, thneir theory
an~d calculat.~I_), are the actual problems of '11he theOry
of _rutomatic (:,-)rtrl.,

3. Of' i~sentlal Imnrortance Is the de-velo~nmett. of
th-E- nrincip' .-s of constructing automatons to deslign tech-
nln 6evices. Vrking oat the structure of' machines
withi a larr-e number of elements often becomes too cliffi- L
cult fc-.:r or, tn any case, doea not. guarantee attain-
m 74ert -)f tlie L-vF! rational solution. It is therefore also
eseentlal to use machines for designiing.

En "'its ."Ield, -theorv Is still ,rerlr little develop-
ed and &:'fen t~he -ririlrcipless 3f cons tructiPý: nuch aut-nmatons
ar~e In "-snot clear. It Is poossible that here,
ýrreai, helr -,1F11 be rendered by contact Witti phaysioloalsts

and'lu it anO by the calculation of' th% imethods
OftrL -roble by man. These methods are char-

actr --: b, owaccuracy and speed, but on the other hand,
In aisn with modern automatons, by eastonrishina. flex-
iblulity an,-' tb~etr adaptability to most diverse problems,

and "I'1 ntujition," "Phantasy," and their ability tovard
ana"-re! and ý;eneralizatlons. Precisely In tftis field
the tlheorv: of Eoutomatic co)ntrol fits In more olosely with
aybce'neti,.-, t-he technical branch of whicbh, so to speak,
it I~a Thesory In the new and most interestin.: - field of
ccsml-,. -a~te2j ,:tutomatons will evidently Dx'esett itself' 9. a
uniqatu_ fosiozn of' tne th~eoretica~l-logistic, statistical
an,!, nerhaps. varilational methids. It is not excluded
thait here vii~i er;er-ze completely new ways of' anpproach
t7, 'he establ Ishiment and 'solution of' problems. It Is ess-
2 enllal to In everY wa~y the advancement I.n thie di-
rE (. I.n.

Such r: - earch Is being conducted In. the UFSSR, A
c~:~exa~norr:tus 'A-,r automatic synthesis of' optimum systems

of' r-'>ntrol 'as been develoted, a machine to analyse relay
arr~iq,.-e,,ent:, haa been. creatied, and a -riachirie f~or the syn-

* th.rh3as of' zti:'cturea of' relay arranQ'ements, which, under
~ivn ~i~tonsgives Immediately the structure of a re-

?lay ara~ar.-,-e-er~t In a graphic Imaze on a 11-llht backýý:round
* has beenz c: strocted for the first time. The construction

of a -wrto !Arlmize Boolion functions is bein~t finished.
H:.wevu~i ýn--' ie taken as the fIIrst

Ste,, t-ý"iar2-If tbo31itlon of the automation oroblem of the
procss f~ oot1trol-syste.,Y. synthesizatioDn.

-iataral ly, the above enumerated courses are not
the? ,)n~vim-oortant ones. There Is a nuiaber- of other



actual problems: problems of stability, quality of control1

and search, theory of combined systems, etc. The, latter,
as well as the above enumerated problems, are linked to-
gether and will increase still more In the future. The
connectiot off automatic-control theory with othor sciences
grows with the complication of the problems. We have al-
ready mentioned the connection with physiology and psycho-
loy. Connections with mathematics, especially with the-.

'oretioal-loEistic variants and statistical methods, should
De note'..

Evidently, other new mathematical disciplines, such
as functional analysis, -could also find effective applica-
tion in the theory of automatic control.

The development of technique and theory leads to
the formulation of a single theoretical basis for' the
complex of technical disciplines relating to communication
and control: automatics and telemechanics, radioelectronios,
with all its branches, computation techniques, etc.

The theory which, it is true, is now only in its
formative ste, is called the "theory of communication
asL control" ir the "theory of control" or "technical
c• ;.ernetics.t But the point is not in the name, but in
the crystal2.iation of new ideas, principles and methods.
The develorm(neut of this single theory is extremely import-
ant for the matter of automation.

The development of the theory and technique of au-
tomatic control is impossible without progress in the ap-
paratu3 of automatic control. The appearance of new types
of apparatus aAd new physical principles of its construc-
tion, has always been a push towards qualitative changes,
towards a new rise in automation, and it always stimulated
the development of the theory of automatic control. It
is sufficient to point out the deep influence produced on
the development of automation by the appearance of electron
computers of the continuous and discrete type.

In the field of construction of automatic-control
apparatus, there are substantial achievements; however,
here, too, there are still "gaps" -- problems awaiting
their solution.

The most important problem in the development of
control apparatus Is Increasing its dependability. In
fact, the increase in the number of problems depending
on control apparatus and the complication of these pro-
blems, leads inevitably to the increase in the number of
elements of the apparatus and therefore to the possibili-
ty of increased disruption in the work of the system. If
we figure on uninterrupted intensification of the processes
and on Increasing their scale, and, consequently, the re-
stilts of poselble breakdowns, it will become clear that.
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the problem of dependability is the key anid, ii essence,1raises the question of' "to be or not to be" of Rutomation-
The solution of this -problem Is proceedinS alon,., l ine
of development of more dependable elements and the veans
of co ncctinr-ý them, as well as in the search fir methnds
ol' cot~-'~~, dependable systems fromi .inrella~blo~ ele-

Thne other imnortant problemi Is tihe cnstruction of
-control systetrs In the form of complexes, which Unify

stadarize blckspermittinx various cotnbinations adapt-t
able to reqiuirem~ents of one or another automnated installa-
tic:,rI. Thl3 simplifies the planning and operation of' the

c~ro~syste.m and lowers the general cost of autornati-,n.
FIna*A'ly, the third Important task is the develop-

-ent o" miniaturized apparatus and the develonaient of
.~ 'o~lrn~nswhich is also connected with Increasing

ttie :um:.-r of elements of control systems and with the
demc~d for ine.-eased reliability.

nheEse tendencies are Illustrated by the develop-
ment of elet~tronlc computing devices of' discrete action.
T~he stase -If creat1.n, cumbersome mathematical machines
with thaas,?ns of electonic, tubeg is being replaced be-
i',re our e-'ýs by a new stage -- the appearance of machines
Yiilt of ei-.i-coriductor and magnetic elements. But even

tisstaxe is not the last one. e-,ven now, signs of a new
stage are ,.erginjr. It Is poseible that the new type ma-
chines will be based on new physical principles. The
elements of sucth machines are magnetic tapes, aryogenic
annaratus and others. Some of them can accomplish opera-
ti-on' on the order of nanD-seconds (10-9) and are ex-
ceedirijly' 3M~rll in size. Evidently the possibility of
obtalrln,- mnar. - thou.sands of memory elements In one cubic
centl!!eter is sufficiently rr'allatic. The new elements
will ooasesn high dependability, which, in a way, is con-
nected it the new technology of their production and
canst,_i.uctive application 3of unitina, a multitude of ele-
m'entea in'vo blocks, particularly by way of duistincg tapes
In vacinim, using. the printed circuit technique for intra-
blocklnjý anid Interbiockin - contacts. In this direction,
miivh ha'q been accomplished by scientists of the 'Jestern
coountries.

Somnetimes the well known elements of automation
m~ay aplpear in a completely new quality. For Instance
"$old" r-ieumatic devices suddenly permit new solutions to
be 1.ýou- 'ht about in the control devices, which are based
on rijciprociV' of air jets, as shown by work done In the
USSR. 'Iith their help It Is possible to create various
control systems, Including fairly quick-acting and highly
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"dependa&Le d It*:i computers for the control of processes.-
This trend will evidently revolutionize the construction
of many systems of automation.

Theroe Is one more important problem which determines
th.e success of automation, but far beyond the framework
of auestions of automatic control, which is what we are
dlscussinri at this congress. It is the problem of develop-
ing a teahnolo7:ical process, the basic technological equip-

,ment, and the system of automatic control as a single,
combined complex. Only such an approach affosr(s the s- r
sibilJty of using all the advantages of automation. We
in the &'oviet Union, have chosen precisely this course.

DI conclusion, I should like to touch briefly on
the question of plannlng the development of science. The
nroblem of determination of the optiamm strategy of planning
scientific researoh and the development of the technique
does not have, and cannot have, a strict determination.
Nevertheless, a certain amount of experience, accumulated
in tais field, makes it possible to correctly determine
the basic auestion -- the question of correlation of cur-
rent stu•,es, subordinated to the interests of the present
day, and the planned research which Is aimed at the solution
of the _rpstest problems of the future. It is quite clear
that the role of planned studies must in the course of time
increase, and their scale must be enlarged. This is the
essential co?,lition for genuine solentific and technical
progress. Bl the larger the scale and role of planned
stdies, thlv harder it is to organize them. How do we
1TIt the caLhs in which study in a new field, branching
off at a tar ont from the basic course, enters into an
unolanned irT•ss? In what way can we reduce the waste of
energy and tiie connected with the tests and rese~.rch in
numerous, still uninvestigated directions? Not touching
on other considerations In this respect, It can be ascer-
tained that here, much depends on contacts and exchange
of Information among the scientists and specialistsof
different countries and professions. The greater the de-
gree of cooperation, the quicker the unplanned directions
are eliminated, the clearer will appear the main lines
of development, and the more certain the advance along
these lines. I am calling the scientists and specialists
towards thIs cooperation on the Important day of the open-
Ing of the First Congress IFAK for Automatic Control.

Great are the perspectives of human progress, part
of which is the progress of automation. Only the monstrous
and senseless catastrophe of war can hinder the avalanche-
like and the all-accelerAtine progress of mankind. We are
certain that this catastrophe will not come about, that

ii4
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the nations will not permit it. Peace is the essential 1
condition for the prosperity of mankind, for the develop-
ment of the sciences, inoluding automation.

r"

10,007 -END-
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